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CRU WiebeTech computer forensic 

devices are used by corporate 

security teams, criminal 

investigators, eDiscovery personnel, 

and by the military and other 

agencies to procure and preserve 

data to be used as evidence of 

wrongdoing or malicious intent. 

WiebeTech forensic devices help 

ensure that data acquired is in 

the same state as it was when 

captured to maintain the integrity 

of subsequent investigation.

The CRU WiebeTech family of 

products also includes useful IT 

tools to make tasks, such as erasing 

hard drives, performed by IT 

organizations and service providers 

easier and more efficient.
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DRIVE ERAZER™

The Drive eRazer is a stand-alone hardware 

solution that completely erases all data from a 

hard drive quickly and easily including HPAs 

and DCOs. 

DRIVEDOCKS AND FORENSIC DOCKS

The DriveDock series makes image retrieval fast 

and reliable. CRU® WiebeTech® Docks provide 

everything you need for access to hard drives. 

Our proprietary write-blocking technology allows 

corporate or government investigators to image 

almost any drive in the field over fast connections. 

Products include the UltraDock™ , Forensic 

UltraDock™ , USB WriteBlocker, LabDock 

and Media WriteBlocker. WeibeTech also offers 

DriveDock Adapters that connect almost

any small drive for write-blocked access.

FORENSIC
REDPORT CARDS

Add write-blocked ports to a 

Windows or Linux computer 

to access SATA/SAS drives 

and enclosures.

MOUSE JIGGLER™

Constant mouse activity prevents sleep mode 

and screen savers (and password prompts) 

while you work or play.

HOTPLUG

Move a computer to battery power to transport it 

elsewhere without shutting it down, preventing 

automatic password protection or encryption of data. 

Allows hot seizure by transferring computer power 

input from wall outlet/power strip to a portable 

uninterrupted power supply.

DITTO® FORENSIC FIELDSTATION  

The portable, powerful Ditto Forensic 

FieldStation can be used locally or globally via the 

internet to acquire data from network shares and 

hard drives. Cloning or imaging that data to your 

choice of hard drive or network share, 

complete with customizable XML logs helps you 

maintain your chain of custody while using 

forensic (write-blocked) methods. Its 

browser-based configuration, administration, and 

operation make cross-platform data preview, triage, 

and logical imaging efficient, easy-to-use tasks. 

The Ditto FieldStation is a true network-enabled 

investigation and eDiscovery tool for law 

enforcement and military agencies, as well as for 

corporate usage in HR, fraud, criminal, and 

security investigations. The energy-efficient Ditto 

will operate for hours on battery power and its 

rugged all-aluminum, fan-free construction 

combines with lights-out mode for 

unobtrusive acquisition.

FORENSIC 
FIELD KITS

Forensic Field Kits are 

designed to have all the hardware you need to 

image hard drives in the field in a sturdy Pelican 

Case. Customized configurations are available.

FORENSIC RTX™ 

Portable drive imagery 

with write-blocked access for SATA or PATA 

drives. Write-blocking technology ensures zero 

writes back to the suspect drive(s). Allows 

investigators to examine 2.5˝ or 3.5˝ IDE/PATA 

or SATA HDDs.


